
ESSAY ABOUT LIFE IS LIKE A RIVER

Free Essay: If there is one consistency in life, then it is the one of change. As the ancient philosopher Heraclitus of
Ephesus articulated with a.

A theme in Peace Like a River, by Leif Enger, is that people must accept the consequences of their actions
because it influences the direction they go in life. If that person kills someone, then his decision impacts the
lives of everyone involved and not just himself. Water is in it and we cannot survive without it. Rivers start
out slowly and quietly and learn to crawl along in meandering fashion before they take off down a hill,
eventually building up to a roaring, noisy life pouring down the side of a mountain. The trick was to explain it
to readers so they would keep coming back to visit the river that is my life as a newsman, a writer,
photographer and aspiring film maker. This is the precious gift of the previous generation to the new
generation. Consider its color, feel, smell, and texture, as well as the place surrounding it. His boat sank, and
he lost in a battle for his life against this uncharacteristically ferocious body of water. Others hit dead ends and
die out, just like us. On August 4, , an unseen weather change occurred which caused the open waters of Green
Bay, Wisconsin to suddenly become unpredictable. The most salient memory I have is of my very first short
story to be noticed by my superiors. Imagine the channel from before; the river bed dried with clay older than
the grass surrounding it. Like these streams and rivers, we encounter obstacles and challenges. Each of the
three characters in the story who attain a final state of complete serenity is characterized by a beautiful smile
which reflects their peaceful, harmonious state. While it is quite possible that around the next bend we will run
into a rock wall or cascade over a giant waterfall into a pool of deadly boulders, there is also an equal chance
that we will encounter a lovely day on a beautiful stretch of blue water where the fish are jumping and the
living is fine. Medieval stories of knights facing dragons and demons in worlds with many races became
allegories for tolerance, perseverance, and friendship in impossible odds. Just as our parents are with us since
birth the river was with Siddhartha. Similarly, another parent finds that his daughter does not have the quality
of perseverance. One of the most important steps in understanding the way in which water goes about flowing
is accepting that water truly has a mind of its own. I will sail my vessel, until the river runs dry. Consider its
firm, yet dusty texture that crumbles underneath the pressure of your hands. The beauty of a flowing river,
glistening in the sun, with colorful trees reflecting upon it in a seemingly artistic manner, often obliterates the
dangers that it potentially possesses to a mere human being. In the river fresh water is being added to the
existing water at every moment. If you remember to take along some fine food and good beer, you will have a
fine time again and again. That is how it always will exist. Perhaps a forest or a savanna? We cannot control it.
Then, imagine rivulets of water and dew gradually accumulating. What truth does it attempt to tell about my
relationship with writing? Battling this thing called the river of life can be incredibly difficult at times.


